
Thermal	Stress	Analysis	requested?

This indicates if the glass will crack due to the 
thermal differences between the glass and frame. 
Na�onal Glass can provide this for your installer.

Will	the	unit	keep	heat	in	or	out?

It’s important to understand what you want the 
glass to achieve. For warmer climates one should 
focus on the SHGC value. If you reside in a colder 
climate, the U-value is important.

Correct	setting	blocks	used?

Se�ng blocks are used to install glass in the 
frame. If the incorrect blocks are used, there is a 
chance the glass will break.

Breather	tube	on	the	unit?

A breather tube is inserted into the glass, to allow 
the glass to expand and contract if moving 
between different al�tudes. Once the glass is 
installed the breather tube will need to be 
crimped by the installer to avoid condensa�on 
build up in the unit. 

The type of spacers used in double glazing is 
important, as some may transfer energy and 
require mul�ple joints (poten�al for leaks). 
Na�onal Glass Distribu�on units are made using 
fl e x i b l e ,  n o n - c o n d u c � v e ,  “ Wa r m  E d g e 
Technology” spacers. These perform be�er than 
aluminium spacers with regards to heat loss and 
the flexible spacer follows the full perimeter of the 
glass, thus requiring only one joint. 

In South Africa where we have a warmer climate, 

Na�onal Glass Distribu�on recommends the 
following cost effec�ve double glazing make up 
Solarvue Neutral – 12mm Air Gap – NG PVB Clear.

Where glass with a higher solar absorp�on factor is 
specified, it is recommended that a thermal stress 
analysis is carried out to avoid thermal stress 
cracks. These can occur when the centre of the 
glass becomes ho�er than the edges.

A glazing cer�ficate should be requested from the 
installer to ensure that the installa�on complies 
with the SANS 10400-N (Glazing) standard, which 
means that the correct glass thickness has been 
used and that safety glass has been used where 
required.

Na�onal Glass Distribu�on proudly carries the 
SANS 1263-1 mark on all of its safety glass and 
conforms to SANS 613 with its Eagle Aluminium 
product range. 

National	Glass	Distribution	guidelines	when	choosing	performance	glass

ENERGY
EFFICIENT
PRODUCTS

WHAT	TO	LOOK	FOR	IN

Choosing the correct performance glass is a vital 
aspect of any building as it has a considerable 
impact on quality of life within the home. A more 
comfortab le  and  energy  efficient  l i v ing 
environment can be achieved when glazed 
elements are implemented in accordance with 
SANS 10400 XA (Energy Usage) and SANS 204 
(Energy Efficiency in Buildings) standards.

Key to understanding energy efficiency is knowing 
what U-Values and Solar Heat Gain are. Glass and 
glazed products are rated according to these and 
assigned values.

U-Value is a unit of measurement describing the 
ability of any given building element such as a 
window, wall, or roof to transfer heat. The lower 
the number, the be�er the insula�on; ie. less heat 
is being lost to the outside. The higher the number, 
the more energy is being transferred and the 
higher the costs of hea�ng/cooling the building.

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient is usually referred to as 
SHGC. This measures the glass' ability to transmit 
solar energy into a room. The higher the value, the 
greater its ability to transmit solar heat. Depending 
on circumstances such as eleva�on, al�tude, 
la�tude and geographical loca�on (bo�om of a 
cold valley or up on a sun soaked hill), the 
requirement for higher or lower SHGC should be 
carefully considered.

Heat escapes through glass, so energy efficiencies 
can be substan�ally improved by using glass that 
offers be�er insula�on than plain monolithic 
(single layer) clear glass. To reduce heat loss 
through glazed elements, a Low E (low emissivity) 
glass or double glazing unit is recommended.

Benefits of double glazing:

·      Improved sound reduc�on

·      Improved security

·      Improved resistance to wind-loads

·      Improved thermal insula�on

·      Improved solar energy control

·      Minimized condensa�on
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Q&A

Warm Edge Spacer Aluminium Spacer

                                                                            U Value = 0.540                                                                            U Value = 0.588

Na�onal Glass Distribu�on is affiliated with 
the following associa�ons: 
AAAMSA, SAGGA, SAGI and SAFIERA.
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